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AIN'T THIS FUN?
by ROLAND RIVET, GEORGE SPRINGER and ROGER DURAND

I, Roland Rivet, am a collector of Rhode Island obsolete notes ;
my interest took root about four years ago. I first started collect-
ing Confederate notes, obtaining 58 of the 72 types in one year.
Bitten by the paper money bug, I wanted a complete set, but
soon realized that the other notes I needed would cost me big
bucks.

It was then I decided to switch to the paper money of my
home state. After all, Rhode Island is the smallest state ; how
many notes could there be? Besides, the notes were inexpen-
sive, some as low as $5. I was as green as they come, with no
book or catalog other than Wismer's to guide me. I wanted
every note I found, and my "new" collection began to grow.
Along with a purchase from Ann & Hugh Shull, they sent an
application to join SPMC. I became a member shortly before
Roger Durand's book was published by the society. Eager to get
my first true guide. I almost flipped when I saw there were 2,753
Rhode Island notes cataloged.

Figure 1.

I advertised for notes in PAPER MONEY and the Bank Note
Reporter, and it was through these publications that I got to
know George Springer from Canton, Ohio.

Whenever we discovered something new about a note, we
shared the information with each other. George first used the
phrase "Ain't this fun?" in a letter asking about a watermark on a
particular note that I had. He had found out about the water-
mark in a 1964 auction catalog, and I was able to confirm his
finding. Here he was, in Ohio, finding out things about Rhode
Island notes I didn't know.

Then, much later, I was looking through my duplicate notes
when I did a double take. Here were three of the same note. Du
370, but something was different. (See Fig. 1.) The notes all
had different printings where the date is located. The book men-
tioned none of this. Could I have found some great rarity? One
can always dream. I quickly made photocopies of the notes and
sent them to George. I had to share my new discovery with him.
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(See Fig. 2.) A few nights later the phone rang ; when I picked it
up, a voice said, "Ain't this fun?" I asked who it was, but he just
repeated, "Ain't this fun?" It then dawned on me who it was,
and I inquired, "George?" I was very excited about his call ; I
had never spoken to him before.

George asked me if I might be interested in writing about my
find, as it seemed to be quite newsworthy. He told me to watch
for the mail for his reply. It arrived a couple of days later, and it
seemed to make sense. (See Fig. 3.)

I also wrote to Roger Durand about the three Du 370s.
Roger's reply was received the following week, and his opinions
were different. (See Fig. 4.)

I wanted all the information I could find, so I checked out
every price list I could find, looking for Du 370s. I bought two
others and one was like (A) only this was dated 1855, not 1858
like the other. Again I wrote to George with my new findings.
His reply seems to support his earlier theory. (See Fig. 5.)
Readers, "what do you think" ; can you supply any additional
information? All thoughts and opinions are welcome. "Ain't this
fun?" Please write to : Roland Rivet, PO Box 7242, Cumber-
land, R.I. 02864. or George Springer, 2427 Ninth St. SW,
Canton, Ohio, 44710.

Figure 2.

Dear George:

Just found something interesting with the DU 370 notes. En-
closed is a photocopy showing three different types of dates. I
wonder which one was printed first. It's possible the written dates
could have been. Like you said before, ain't this fun? I'm sending
Roger Durand a copy also to see what he has to say.

Cordially yours,
Roland

Figure 3.

November 14, 1984
Roland Rivet
Ashton, Rhode Island

Dear Roland,

I got a kick out of your three Durand 370s. OK, here goes
again.	 . .

I have seen similar date (style) changes on notes of other states.
Here is the "usual" chronological order of such things :

1855	 (Any of these steps
185	 might be omitted.)
18	

There is some logic to this. Initially, the bank just happened to
have the date engraved in full. At a later printing, someone
realizes that the year will change. So, they have the last digit left
off (e.g., 185_). Later yet, they think about the next decade ;
so, 18 . (This sort of thing happens quite frequently today in
printing, for example, business forms, checks. etc.)

If the foregoing holds true. the order of your notes' issuance is :

Date S /N Cashier President

A 1855 505 Wm. Bodfish O.W. McKinsey
B 1855 745 Wm. Bodfish O.W. McKinsey
C 1858 14 G.J. Adams O.W. McKinsey
(There would also be a note between B and C, with L.D. Parker
as Cashier.)

Note A seems to precede note B. as to date style, s/n, etc. No
problem there.

Note C seems to follow B. as to date style and date, as well as
cashier. (Who was Adams? He is not listed by Durand, but we
might assume that he was cashier very late in the bank's life.)
However, we still have three serious problems with note C. if it is
a genuine note: 1) the 1858 date is puzzling, since the bank fail-
ed in the previous year, 2) the low s/n does not fit, and 3) we
still do not have a real grip on the mysterious Adams. .

VERY HYPOTHETICAL possibility : Note A came first. Note B
(same date, same officers, higher s/n) came next. The bank fail-
ed in 1857. Now, how can we explain the three problems with
note C? Note C is a forgery. In 1858, a crook (there were ap-
parently an abundant supply hanging around this bank) got
some remainder notes, type C with the "18 " date, and forg-
ed McKinsey's signature. Does it look fake to you? The forger
also added the date (. . . 1858), the s/n (14), and the cashier
signature (G.J. Adams).

Why 1858? 'cause that's when it was. . . .

Why s/n 14? Stupidity or intelligence. Stupidity if he just
stuck it in without a thought ; intelligence if he deliber-
ately used a low s/n, to convey the impression that the
note had been around a while, had been accepted, and
was therefore Good.

Why Adams? Four possibilities ; I'll give you three, now: 1)
Adams really had been a cashier of the bank, 2) the
forger did not know who the cashier was — remember,
he does not have to be in East Greenwich—so he just
picked a name, or 3) he had a very worn note and
copied "Wm. Bodfish" as "G.J. Adams". That's stretch-
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ing a bit, but try to visualize the cashier signature on a
very worn B note. . . .

Ain't this fun?

George

PS — This is all speculation. Note C might be genuine ; however,
the three problems will be very difficult to explain. Oh,
yes — the fourth possibility on Adams? My favorite, though
highly unlikely : Adams could have been the forger.
Wouldn't that take guts?

Figure 4.

Roland.

I would like to help you on this and any other articles that you

want to do on RI notes. I am always interested. Especially if it is
for the PAPER MONEY magazine.

As for the photocopy of the notes that you sent me, the
following information should help if you are not already aware of
it.

From the information about this bank on page 44 in my book,

you can be certain that the speculators, actually crooks who had
no interest in the bank but to steal from people, had tremendous
amounts of notes printed from 1855 until they were finally stop-
ped. This necessitated several plates for the printing. The first
plate (A) had just 18 engraved. The second plate (B) had 185
engraved : less to fill in on thousands of notes. Finally, since this
was going to be a short term venture and the crooks knew that
they would have to relocate or be caught, on the last plate (C)
the entire date was engraved ; again less to complete by hand .

To further elaborate on this subject, notice the $1 and $10 bill
on page 46 in my book. Note the letter "H" on the $1 and the

letter "A" on the $10 bills. This was a letter placed there with a
stamp to indicate the location that it would be circulated in. The
length of time it took to return to the bank determined where the

crooks would circulate future notes. The longer it took to return,
the better for them. I don't know the locations designated by the
letters except I think that "H" stood for Ohio. I have seen a note
with the complete word Ohio printed on it rather than just a let-
ter. Notes of speculation from other banks were also marked
with this lettering system.

I hope that this information will help. If I can be of any further

help, please feel free to contact me.

Best regards,

Roger H. Durand

Figure 5.

January 17, 1985

Roland

Your Oct. 1, 1855, s/n 849 with Bodfish and McKinsey signa-

tures seems to fit easily between my B and C notes in my letter of
November 14, 1984. (This would still be in the period of "honest
banking", before the note C.)

Date 	 S/N 	 Signatures

A. 1855	 505	 Bodfish-McKinsey
B. 185_	 745	 Bodfish-McKinsey

New	 18 	 849	 Bodfish-McKinsey

C.	 18 	 14 	 Adams-McKinsey
(We still need a note with L.D.Parker as cashier, to fit note C.)

Therefore, the date form 18 	  would have already been in
use when the shenanigans started . . . (the Adams-McKinsey

note).

You might add this note to the article as a "found later" item. I
think that it supports my theory very well . .

George 	 ■

$160,000 Continued from page 265

It had been a painful learning experience for all concerned.

Henry Holtzclaw announced that never again would security be
relaxed for any reason. Major changes were made in the overall
security system, details of which were not made public for ob-
vious reasons. Treasury officials may have thought back to 1864
when Spencer Clark, first chief of the First Division of the Na-
tional Currency Bureau, said, "It is not supposed that this
system is perfect. Perfection is not among human conditions.

But it has been improved from time to time as experience has

suggested, and it is expected to continue its improvement until it
is as near perfect as human conditions will admit."

The Sidlund theft had been a shock to the security force and
officials went about the task of improving their procedures. The
most tragic figure in the case had to be Leroy David Sidlund
who, at the age of 29, found himself in prison with his life a

shambles. He told his friends who came to visit him, "I really
messed up."

Names of all persons except BEP employees have been changed.

SOURCES:

Associated Press wire service reports as published in the Spartanburg
Herald Journal, Spartanburg, S.C., January 5, 6 and 7. 1954.

Bureau of Engraving and Printing, The First Hundred Years, 1862-
1962, published by the agency through the Government Printing
Office.

Correspondence furnished by the U.S. Secret Service under the Free-
dom of Information & Privacy Acts, August, 1983.

Excerpts from the History of the United States Secret Service, 1865-
1975, published by the U.S. Treasury Department thru GPO.

Newspaper accounts and articles published by the Washington Star and
Washington Post during January and February, 1954.

AUTHOR'S NOTE:

The reader may wonder why Sidlund went to the trouble of making
up dummy packages and taking the risks of smuggling them into the
building when he had access to the dummy packages prepared by the
BEP designers.

Sidlund may have felt that the BEP dummies might be missed if he
used them, or there may have been other reasons not apparent to us.

Since we know that the dummies used in the theft were underweight
and the BEP dummies were full weight, we get the impression that
Sidlund did in fact make his own.

On the other hand, certain statements made by Mr. Holtzclaw and

the stockman Paul Coakley, as reported in the newspapers, make one
wonder. The "Washington Post", on January 8, 1954, stated : "Holtz-

claw blamed the use of dummy packages for the successful removal of

$128,000 from the building. `You can bet those dummies will not be
kept there any more', he said."

Coakley is reported to have said, "I tore it open ... it was a dummy
with the steel wrapping band rusty and glue all over the white
paper. . ." The term "rusty" would indicate that the package was old,
as might occur on a BEP-prepared replica used for experiments.
Coakley's statement that there was "glue all over the white paper" prob-
ably indicates that Sidlund had attached the white labels hurriedly.

Since these statements were taken out of context and from reporters'
notes, they could be garbled. We must assume, however, that the cor-
rect version of Sidlund's actions was the former statements made by
Secret Service Chief U.E. Baughman before the House Treasury-Post
Office Appropriations Subcommittee in late January, 1954. That testi-
mony was used as the foundation of this article which agrees essentially
with the short article contained in the booklet released by the Treasury
Department.
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